
Shetran Outputs 

See Video at https://youtu.be/rXkQf84l0j0 

After a Shetran simulation is finished nine output files are produced. For the Aire at Kildwick Bridge 

these are shown below and are the file names starting with “output….” 

 

1. output_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_check_vis_plan.txt 

This is not usually a very important file. The  “input_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_visualisation_plan.txt” 

file is used to say which data is put in “output_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_shegraph.h5” .  If there is an 

error in “input_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_visualisation_plan.txt” it will tell you in this file. It is also 

useful as it list which variables that can be recorded in the H5 file. 

2. output_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_discharge_sim_everytimestep.txt 

This has three columns. Date, time from simulation start(hours), discharge(m3/s) at the outlet. This 

file is output at every timestep. The standard Shetran timestep is one or two hours but this is 

reduced at the start of the simulation and during heavy rain before gradually increasing back up to 

the standard value. 



 

3. output_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_discharge_sim_regulartimestep.txt 

Diacharge (m3/s) at the outlet is given. This is the mean value averaged over a specified timestep. 

The specified timestep should correspond with the timestep of the measured data so a direct 

comparison can be made. The timestep it is averaged over can be seen specified at the end of the 

xml file 

<SimulatedDischargeTimestep>24.0</SimulatedDischargeTimestep> This 

should be the same as the measured discharge 

 

This same value is shown in the standard Shetran input files at the end of the frd file: 

:FR52 - OUTPUT DISCHARGE TIMESTEP(HOURS)                                         

 24.000 

 

 



4. output_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_log.txt 

A log of files read. Only useful is something is not working 

5. output_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_mb.txt  

A really important file. The first one I look at when the simulation is finished. For every day it gives 

the spatially averaged cumulative totals (mm) . The first thing to check is are the precipitation totals, 

evapotranspiration totals and discharge totals as expected? For the Aire at Kildwick Bridge the total 

precipitation after one year is 1436mm, evapotranspiration is 325+54+136mm and discharge 

968mm –these are approximately correct so I am happy. 

 

6.  output_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_pri.txt 

Another important file. If the simulation does not work the error messages will be displayed at the 

end of this file. Loads of other useful information is displayed at the start 

7.  output_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_shegraph.h5 

Another important file. This is an HDF5 file. To view it you need an HDF viewer such as HDFView 

(https://www.hdfgroup.org/products/java/release/download.html).This displays information about 

the catchment and output of variables from the simulation. A separate document is available for this 

output as it is quite complicated. 

8.  output_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_tim.txt 

Writes the time through the simulation and number of timesteps 

9. output_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge_vsi.txt 

At the end of the simulation phreatic surface levels and heads for each finite difference cell are 

written to this file. This can be used to set-up the initially conditions for another simulation of the 

same catchment. A separate document is available to explain this 

10. river_network_Aire_at_Kildwick_Bridge.txt 



This file is produced together with the Shetran input files by the shetran-prepare executable. It is 

NOT produced by the standard version of Shetran (sv4.4.5.exe). It is useful because it can be opened 

up in a GIS and it shows the location of the river channels in the model. 


